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There has been quite a bit of controversy
recently concerning the changes in pricing in
Volume 1 of Scott's catalogue, although Canal
Zone stamps were not affected by these
sweeping modifications. One might reasonably ask what effect Scott has on Canal Zone
philately. The answer, I believe, is considerably less than on most other areas. Few of us
follow the lead of collectors in other areas
who seem to insist on making purchases at a
certain percentage of catalogue value, ap'
parently with less concern for condition and
othe.dadors.that
influence-the desirability of
specific material.
For us, the catalogue serves as a guide, a
starting point in evaluating a stamp and
deciding on a bid in an auction or on the
val~ation of the item in a dealer's stock. To a
reasonable extent, each stamp is special and
the evaluation is very specific to the individual copy concerned. And so much of the
material that we seek is sufficiently scarce
that the catalogue can only be a starting
point.
Canal Zone material does tend to sell at
much closer to the full catalogue value than
most of the stamps listed in Scott's. And it is
much less sensitive to wild fluctuations in
buying and selling prices than in the more
speculative areas of philately. That does not
mean that everything in the Scott catalogue
for Canal Zone currectly reflects the scarcity
of the stamp. Prices of some key items have
dropped at some time in the past ten years,
either to reflect new finds or just ordinary
over supply. Scott Nos. 67 and 08 are two
(Cont?:nued on page 32)

Meeting Notice
At ARIPEX '89, a regional meeting
of the CZSG at the Tucson Convention
Center, 260 S. Church Ave., Tucson,
Arizona on Saturday,
January
14,
1989, at2:00 p.m. Details from Lawson
Entwistle,
10,000 East Broadway,
Tucson, AZ 85748.

The scope of postal history collecting is indeed vast, and to the CZ philatelist the decades of
the Canal Zone Postal Service offers enough for any collector. One need only note the activity
on postal history items in our own auction to see that. Many stamps and cancels are relatively
common and turn up with some regularity in dealers' sales boxes; others for the cancellations,
town of origin or stamp used command substantial premiums on those rare occasions when
they turn up. The purpose of this article is to
take a look at an attractive picture postcard
by LL. Maduro, Jr. franked with a very
common Scott No. 31 and cancelled with a
partial Bas Obispo, unreadable date, duplex
postal marking. Granted the card is nice one of the embossed cards with flag and eagle
- but as postal history it would excite very
little interestexceptfor
one feature: the 1910
-U.S. Christmas Seal barelyc':tied" to the card
(Fig. 1). This article, based on one first
published in the Dec. 1986 Journal of the
Isthmian Collectors Club, explores the early
use of U.S. Christmas Seals on the Isthmus.
Fig. 1. Postcard with 1910 U.S. Christmas
You can decide for yourself if this "cover"
seal.
could add anything to your collection.
Christmas Seals were issued by the CZTB
Association and locally printed in Panama
from 1959 to 1971. These are collectible in
their own right, particularly on cover - but
the one we're dealing with dates to 1910. This
is indeed early, as the first Christmas Seals
only date to 1904, and it is helpful to give the
reader a thumbnail sketch of their history
before we show how they came to the Isth m us.
For that purpose I have extracted from an
anonymous article in Barr' Postcard News of
Dec. 20 1984, to start us off, and I believe it
well sets the stage for the use of seals in
. the Zone:
"The origin of the Christmas
Seal is
Denmark. Just before Christmas in 1903,
Einar Holboell, a postal clerk in Copenhagen,
while handling
all the Christmas
mail
involved with his job, began formulating an
idea which would spread around the world.
He thought of the great work which could be
done if each letter or package he handled
every day in his job before Christmas, carried
another penny stamp, the sale of which would
go to a fund to build a hospital for children
who were ill and were without funds. It
would cost each giver so little to share in
giving such a great gift. The stamp should be
bright and cheery to spread happiness and
good will to sender and receiver alike. He
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talked to his friends and fellow employees
about his idea, and they in turn talked to
others, friends and customers alike. Quickly
the idea spread. When the idea was presented
to King Christian he was receptive to it
immediately.
He authorized the Seal and
instructed it should bear the likeness of the
Queen. More than 4,000,000 Seals were sold
in the Copenhagen post office that year of the
first Seal Sale, which opened December 6,
1904 - and the Christmas Seal was born.
"In 1904 the Danish Christmas
Seal
appeared in America on letters received here
from persons in Denmark. An American,
Jacob Riis, was one of the recipients. In July,
1907, Riis published
an article,
'The
Christmas
Stamp', in the Outlook. In his
article he urged the adoption of the idea of
selling Christmas Seals in America. His life
had been closely touched by personal sorrow
resulting from tuberculosis. He had lost six
brothers to the disease when no medical help
was known. He urged that the funds from the
sale of Christmas Seals could be used to
educate people about the disea,se ... that
because people did not know a few amazingly
simple things they died from tuberculosis.
(Continued on page 28)
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Scott No. 16
Double Surcharge
By Lawson P. Entwistle
Only 26 months after the first Canal Zone
stamps were placed on sale, Scott Stamp &
Coin Co. published
a booklet titled The
Stamps of the Canal Zone, by Geo. L. Toppan.
This is a rare booklet as only 120 were
printed, including copies for review.
Toppan's writings are essentially a compilation of published information, much by Dr.
J.C. Perry who wrote regularly
for the
Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News, an important
philatelic publication of the time. Toppan,
who was a well-known New York dealer. also
had the advantage of being a friend of many
of the old-time collectors who apparently
made their collections readily accessible.

All of the major and minor varieties known
at the time are detailed and most of the data
has stood the test of time.
With this background, I now quote from
Toppan where he writes on Scott No. 16
(present-day
number), and the quote was
originally written by Perry for publication in
Mekeel's of May 12, 1906.
"Since writing the article already mentioned [this refers to a communication
by
Perry to Mekeel's on the reasons for issuing
the l¢ on 20c and 2¢ on 1 peso. He also notes
the fact that half sheets of inverts or doubles
were found by inspectors and destroyed] I
have seen two copies of the l¢, double
surcharge, so that one sheet, or a portion of
one must have been sent to one of the postoffices. One of the specimens was on a letter
returned to the dead-letter office; the other
was found in a large lot of cancelled stamps.
Of course, others may 'turn up', but the
indications
are that practically
all were
destroyed and lost."
As this was published in May 1906, it
undoubtedly was written in April and therefore would refer to the first printing, or
Scott No. 16.
No mention is made of this rarity in the
recently-published
Canal Zone Stamps,
although it is stated that the 2lf on 1 peso
exists with a light double surcharge that is
regarded as a "kiss" and not a true double.
At least one copy of the purported l¢ on
20c., double surcharge. did exist some 10+
years ago. At that time, a dealer in Pennsylvania (now deceased) sent me a copy on
approval. Because it was not listed in Scott's
Specialized nor in the check list that was
being serialized in The Canal Zone Philatelist, I telephoned one of our experts. He had
apparently already seen the stamp and told
me that it probably would not receive a
certificate because one of the two surcharges
was rather light. This is true, but as I
recall somewhat distant from the heavy one.
As the price was rather high, I declined to
make the purchase. Had I done my homework
and read Toppan, I probably would have
bought the stamp, because there was background from a reliable source.
Is there any reason to dis-believe Dr.
Perry's unequivocal statement? I do note that
in later publications, such as, the two booklets
by Evans, the quotation by Perry is not
included.
Perry's information on the errors found
and destroyed includes 50 copies each of the
on 20c, inverted,
and double and 50
copies each of the 2¢ on 1 peso, inverted and
double. As errors did occur, it is probable
that a half sheet with a rather light double
could have escaped the inspection.
Unfortunfltcly,
I did not photogf1lph thi~
stamp, but perhaps it was purchased by one
of our members
who could add to our
knowledge.

H

[The story continues. The stamp offered
above was sent to the Philatelic Foundation
where it received a certificate as a genuine
error. It next appeared as Lot 817 and was
illustrated in the January 29, 1975 auction
catalog of Lambert W. Gerber. The stamp
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was described as light cancel, straight edge
at bottom, rare double surcharge variety and
the estimate was $1000. After purchasing
this stamp, I was unable to plate it in spite of
the straight edge. It was then sent to the
American
Philatelic
Expertizing
Service
which declared both overprints to be fake
and attributed
the work to Raoul Ch.de
Thuin although this item is not listed in The
Yucatan Affair. As to the two copies seen by
Dr. Perry, their current status remains
unknown. GBW]

Commemorative Cachets
from U.S. Navel Vessels
In The Canal Zone
By Roger A. Wentworth
Introduction
This is the first in a series of articles which
will illustrate cachets used by U.S. Naval
vessels to commemorate
holidays, special
events, and passage through the Panama
Canal. The purpose of these articles is first, to
complement the listing of ship cancels by Bob
Karrer and yours truly in pamphlet #3 of the
I.C.C., and second to give those new and old
collectors in this area an idea of what is
obtainable. The cachets chosen span a wide
variety of cachet makers prevalent during
the period 1930-1940, including the giants
"V.G. Crosby,

vValtel' Czubay.

and Wright

Richell, as well as cover clubs such as the
U.S.C.S. and the A.N.C.S. who sponsored
their own cachets
through
individual
members.
Naval covers cacheted
and cancelled
aboard U.S. warships are one of the lasted
untapped areas of Canal Zone postal history.
Many Canal Zone cover collectors tend to
ignore this area altogether.
I find this
somewhat puzzling because after all, what is
the Canal Zone all about? Ships!
It is hoped that this series of articles will
generate an interest in the collecting of naval
ship cancels and cachets from the Canal
Zone. The relative value of such covers
depends on many factors such as the ship
itself, the type of ship, the cachet maker, the
year date, and the condition of the cover.
Since most of these covers are philatelic in
nature they tend to be in remarkable condition for their age and command good prices.
(Cacheted covers go for between $2 and $30
dollars depending on the criteria mentioned
above.)
I first became interested in this area of
Canal Zone postal history in 1981 due to an
article in the Philatelist by Gary B. Weiss and
the late Alan Doyle. Since then I have
amassed over 1,200 such covers (all different)
one fifth of which are from the Doyle
collection. I hope to exhibit this collection in
the near future.
I would like to thank our secretary, John C.
Smith, for encouraging me to undertake this
project and for providing his photographic
skills by shooting the illustrations.

The 1936 Fleet Maneuvers

Off Panama
During May and June of 1936, war games
were conducted by the Vnited States Navy
off the Pacific coast of Panama. There were
no less than seventy ships involved including
the "Queen ofthe Seas", V.S.S. Pennsylvania,
then the Fleet Flagship. Various aircraft
squadrons and submarine divisions based on
the Isthmus also participated.
These same
ships had just completed similar war games
in April off the coast of California near
San Pedro.
The combatants
were divided into two
fleets. One was to defend the Bay of Panama
and the entrance to the Canal, while the other
was assigned the task of penetrating
these
defenses. The problem of defending the Bay
of Panama was designated Fleet Problem
XVII.
To commemorate this event, several of the
ships involved prepared cachets, a few of
which are illustrated below (Figs. 1-11). (See
Table 1 for a listing of the ships which
participated.) The cachets in Fig.l and Fig. 2
were the most commonly used, while the
cachets in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 were unique to the
D.S.S. Chicago. Since Mother's Day fell
during these maneuvers, many ships also
celebrated
this event with Mother's Day
cachets (Fig. 5-6). The cachet in Fig. 7 is
included here because many of the ships
continued
to use it from the previous
maneuvers in April (note the slogan between
the killer bars of the cancel). Fig. 8 depicts a
------varIation on fllis cacneCTig-:--9::TTwere also
commonly used.

Fig. 3. V.S.S. Chicago.

Fig. 8. V.S.S. Mississippi.

Fig. 4. V.S.S. Chicago.

Fig. 9. V.S.S. Cachalot.

Table I.
Ships Participating in
1936 Fleet Maneuvers
D.S.S. krctic
V.S.S. Argonne*
Q,S.S. A rizo}w *
V.S.S, Astoria*
D.S.S. Barracuda*
V.S.S. Bass*
V.S.S. Bernadou
D.S.S. Bom:ta*
V.S.S. Brant
V.S.S. Brooks*
V.S.S. Cachalot*
D .S.S. Chester
D.S.S. Chicago*
V.S.S. Childs
D.S.S. Cincinnati
D.S.S. Clark
V.S.S. Cuttlefish*
D.S.S. Dahlgren
D.S.S. Dickerson
D.S.S. Dolph1:n*
D.S.S. Fairfax*
D.S.S. Farragut
D.S.S. Goff
D.S.S. Grebe
D.S.S. Hale
D.S.S. Hannibal
D.S.S. Henderson*
D.S.S. Hovey
V.S.S. Hull
D.S.S. HurnphreYi5*
D.S.S. Kanawha
D.S.S. Kane
D.S.S. Langley
D.S.S. Lapwin.q

D.S.S. Lea
D.S.S. Litchfield*
V.S.S. Long
M7;jlarrV.S.S. Manley*
D.S.S. Marhlehead*
D.S.S. Memphis
V.S.S. Minneapolis
D.S.S. Mississippi*
D.S.S. Monaghan*
D.S.S. McDonough
V.S.S. Nautilus*
D.S.S. Narwhal*
D.S.S. New York
D.S.S. Nitro
D.S.S. Nokomis
V.S.S. Overton
D .S.S. Pennsylvam:a *
D.S.S. Permit
V.S.S. Portland*
D.S.S. Shark
D.S.S. Salt Lake City
D.S.S. Tarpon
D.S.S. Tattnal
D.S.S. Teal
D.S.S. Tern*
D.S.S. Texas*
D.S.S. Trenton
D.S.S. Tuscaloosa*
D.S.S, Yirfo*
V.S.S. Whitney*
D.S.S. Worden
V.S.S. Wright*
V.S.S. Yarnall*

--lTS.S.

Fig. 5. V.S.S. Arizona.

aoe Jl111ings
North Quincy·,

Fig. 1. D.S.S. Vireo.

Fig. 6. V.S.S. Yarnall

Fig. 2. V.S.S. Arizona.

Fig. 7. V.S.S. Texas.

(Panama/CZ).

17.fiH:lE ~

* Known to ha'ue issued cachets as illustrated.
(All the above sent mail with May/June
1936' dates and C.Z. slogans between the
killer hars of the cancel.)
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Fig. 10. U.S.S. Tuscaloosa.

Fig. 11. U.S.S. Brooks.

u.s. Christmas Seals(Continued/rom
page 25)
"In August 1907, Emily Bissell, a young
public
health
worker
in Wilmington,
DGla\v~~,r8,became concerned about the fate
of a little sanatorium on the Brandywine
River. For lack of $300, the hospital would
have to be closed. She remembered the Jacob
Riis article. The penny stamp was the answer
to the problem. She sat down and sketched
the design of America's first Christmas Seal.
The printer to whom she took her Christmas
Seal design agreed to print the stamp and
wait for his pay. The postmaster and postal
clerks gave her permission to sell her seal to
be put on letters, but she must inform
purchasers that the Christmas Seal would
not carry the mail - a postage stamp must
still be bought and affixed. 50,000 stamps
were printed. Emily and her friends began
talking about the Seals and encouraging
people to buy and use them. A Christmas Seal
table was set up in the Wilmington
post
office, and thus on December 6,1907, the first
Christmas Seal sale in America had begun.
The sale of the Seals, however, was not
satisfactory. Emily decided to go to Philadelphia to see the Sunday Editor of the city's
leading newspaper.
He listened, but he
couldn't see coupling Merry Christmas with
tuberculosis.
Undaunted,
Miss Bissell
stopped by the desk of the writer of 'The
Optimist' column. After hearing her story he
took the Christmas Seal to the office of the
Editor, E.A. Van Valkenburg, who felt it to
be the human interest story of the year. He
ordered use of the front page for the story,
bought 50,000 Seals, and gave Emily Bissell
the use of the newspaper for the holidays. In a
few weeks the impossible had been accomplished. $3,000 had been raised, ten times the

quota set for the stamp. Orders kept coming
in to the Wilmington
office, and after
Christmas another line "Happy New Year"
was added to the Seal and it was sold well
into 1908.
"The first nation-wide Christmas Seal was
in 1908, and netted $135,000. Each year the
Seal is designed by some well-known artist.
The sale is conducted by the Tuberculosis
Association of the United States. During the
first years the National Tuberculosis Association cooperated with the American Red
Cross (ARC) in the Christmas
Seal sale.
During those years the Christmas
Seal
carried the symbol of the red cross, but in
1919 the official emblem of the Tuberculosis
Association,
the double-barred
cross, an
adaptation of the Lorraine Cross, was first
added. It has been said: When some future
historian tells how the plague of tuberculosis
was laid on the shelf alongside small pox,
typhoid and yellow fever, he will have to say it
was killed by 'Merry Christmas'."
For those who are lucky enough to own a set
of Canal Records (CR), and even better have
found the time to peruse them you may have
seen a note or two on U.S. Christmas Seals in
1911 and thereafter. Unfortunately,
the CR
do not give a complete picture, but they do
indeed offer a good glimpse into what must
have been a yearly process on the Isthmus
that was certainly closely affiliated with
postal operations. The story of the U.S. Seals
and their use in the Zone is also a story of the
establishment of the ARC there. This is well
chronicled in the CR beginning on Jan. 13,
190\1, when a short note appeared cailing for
"all persons desireous on becoming members
... are requested to send their names to Maj.
C.A. Devol at Culebra, at once, in order that
an organization may be perfected before the
arrival of Mr. Taft ... " (President-elect and
successor to Theodore Roosevelt in the White
House). The Jan. 20 issue followed up with
information on "a meeting held at the Hotel
Tivoli on Jan. 17 [in which] the CZ Branch of
the ARC Society was formally organized, and
about 125 names enrolled. Maj. C.A. Devol
was elected president ... Mr. W.N. Pettit
was appointed to secure additional members
and to suggest means of securing funds."
Dues were set at $1 per annum. Presidentelect Taft came to the Isthmus to view the
construction effort later that month, and on
Feb. 3 he spoke at length on the ARC to a
large gathering at Culebra at the request of
Major Devol, who had earlier
been an
important figure in the relief work after the
great San Francisco earthquake of 1906. Taft
complimented
the Zonians on their public
spiritedness
and for enrolling
over 900
persons in the fledgling branch of the ARC.
The CR also noted that Feb. 10, 1909 would
be observed as ARC Dayan the Zone and that
the local committees were organized to raise
money on that day for the emergency fund.
The enthusiasm of Taft's visit continued and
the CR carried several additional articles on
the local ARC activities and growth throughout the year. Its scope was noted in a March
13 letter from national HQ that pointed out
that the 1000+ CZ members were exceeded
by only three states in the Union.
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It is one thing to organize a club or group,
but quite another to keep it going. The 1909
Annual Report of the CZ Branch listed 1333
members and accounted for over $500 in
relief funds expended. In addition, some of
the means by which funds were collected
were outlined. There was no mention of
Christmas Seals, so it would seem that Mr.
Pettit had not heard of them yet.
Meanwhile, back in the United States of
America, the Christmas Seals were no longer
a novelty and had indeed caught on, thereby
ensuring their future. The first mention of
Seals in the CR appeared in the Feb. 10, 1910
issue, which reprinted
the circular
for
ARC HQ in Washington, D.C. which called
for an open competition "to secure the best
design possible for its 1910 Christmas Seal",
and with prizes of up to $100 offered to
potential contestants. The CR is uncharacteristically silent on the subject the rest of the
year, but subsequently issues reveal many
details of the 1911-1917 campaigns. We do
know, however, that the seals were indeed on
the Isthmus in time for the 1910 holiday
season, for our illustration (Fig. 2) is of a 1910
usage. In 1910 only 6,170 seals were sold in
the initial CZ effort, which makes the
example here even more interesting.

Fig. 2. U.S. Christmas
Seal used in the
Zone.
The 1911 campaign's success is the subject
of a Feb. 28, 1912 article in the CR, which
reported that some 50,000 seals were received
on the Isthmus, of which 43,471 were sold for
1<1each. Of that figure 12.5% ($54.46) was
forwarded to Washington for national use
and the rest retained for local purposes "as a
separate fund for the purpose of aiding TB
patients."
So, we see that early on the
identification with TB was a hallmark of the
CZ and that "the largest number was disposed
of by Mrs. C.A. Devol, Chairman of the
Women's Auxiliary, under whose supervision
18,263 were sold by the various women's
organizations.
The Boy Scouts throughout
the Zone and the Anti-Cigarette
League ...
accomplished splendid work in this connection." The top individual seller was a Miss
Hill of Colon, who sold 2000.
The 1912 campaign was kicked off in
November, as described in a Oct. 30 CR
article. By Nov. 27 sales were progressing
well, with the sale of 2900 at a Gorgona
carnival being singled out. Others sold at
special showings of anti-TB moving pictures.
A total of 81,270 were actually sold, nearly
doubling the previous record. The 1913 sale
was also a good one, with about 60,000 seals
placed in the hands of the public. By the time

1914 came around the Zone population had
been somewhat reduced as work was coming
to an end, and apparently only around 20,000
seals were sold. The lack of monthly statements in the CR complicates matters in
determining sales, unfortunately.
However,
1915 is well covered and by Dec. 15, sales had
gone so well that an additional 30,000 were
received from national HQ. Sales in the 1915
Holiday Season were indeed excellent, with
almost 50,000 having been purchased.
A Nov. 22, 1916 CR article contains
interesting sidelights but few details. A very
complete tabulation of sales that year was
published on Jan. 31,1917, and it reveals that
only 52,251 were actually sold out of 100,000
received. It does, however, paint an interesting picture of Zonian life and towns of the
times. The last time the U.S. Seals are
mentioned in the CR (which by then had
changed considerably in its coverage of local
issues and was becoming more and more of a
shipping publication and of considerably less
value to today's philatelic researchers) is on
Feb. 20, 1918, when the tabulations for the
1917-18 campaign were published. These
showed that as many as 91,500 cards or
envelopes could theoretically exist with that
year's U.S. Seal. This likely reflects the
patriotic fervor which swept the country in
the wake of US entrance into World War I.
Does any other CZSG member have an
example of a U.S. Seal used on postcard or
envelope
during
the Holiday
Season?
Remember, to be a "valid use" it has to be tied
to the cover by the postmark! Until we hear of
-----more,tins caraITfusrb-e-c-onsia:erea-a unique
use - or better still, in the language of postal
history exhibitors, it is the "only re.corded
example." Surely there must be others.
It would be interesting to know how long
the U.S. Christmas seals were actually sold in
the CZ through the auspices of the local ARC.
Apparently the idea remained alive, for in
1959 the CZTB Association started producing
its own seals, which are shown and listed in
Canal Zone Stamps on page 303. They come
in sheets of 100 and are perforated 12Yz until
1970-71, when they were rouletted 7. Some
years they have watermarks
and in others
there are none. They were printed in Panama
City at the Estrella de Panama. Each year
had an individual design except 1959 and
1960 when the same design was used (or was
it that the remnants of 1959 were used in 1960
too?). In the late 1960s and onward when I
resided in the Zone, I recall getting U.S.
Seals in the mail from the States and using
them on my Christmas cards. I did not even
know about the locally produced versions.
Sometimes I actually put mine on the
envelope so that they would get "cancelled"
along with the postage stamp. These should
not be too scarce, but the size of the envelopes
usually used on Christmas cards effectively
precludes their being saved very often on the
other end ... so maybe they're all scarce
on cover.
So, while it may not really be "postal" in its
purest sense, it certainly would add spice to
any body's collection if they were to find an
early tied Seal on a contemporary postcard or
envelope.

SCADT A Airmail Service
By

Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from CZP 1988; 24(3): 19)
On Mar. 28, 1930 the following translation
was placed in the Canal Zone government
files. It is of a contract dated Feb. 4, 1930
between the Sub-Secretary
of Government
and Justice (of Panama), Jose C. de Obaldia,
and "The Contractor, Carlos Daniel Roca". It
is also marked approved on the same date by
F .H. Arosemena,
for The Secretary
of
Government and Justice. The document reads
as follows:
"Between the undersigned, to wit: Jose C.
de Obaldia, Subsecretary
of State in The
Office of Government and Justice, who has
been duly authorized by the President of the
Republic at a Cabinet Meeting, in representation of the Republic of Panama on the one
part, which will be referred to hereafter as
"The Government", and Mr. Carlos Daniel
Roca, Pl'esident of the Sociedad-Colombo
Alemana de Transportes Aereos, on the other
part, which will be referred to hereafter as
'The Scadta', have entered into the following
contract for the principal purpose of establishing the operation of air-craft within and
across the air space of the Republic.
"Article 1. The Government grants to the
Scadta the right of organizing, establishing
and exploiting, commercially, a transportation service for mail, parcels, passengers,
specie and cargo, from Colombia across the
air space of Panama, over the routes and with
-the-stations
described as follows:
"Article 2. The aircraft of the Scadta shall
follow the following routes, and may make
calls at the places mentioned hereafter:
"I. From Cape Tiburon in the PanamaColombia frontier along Panama's Atlantic
coast, by way of Puerto
Escoces
and
Mandinga, to the Canal Zone boundaries and
vice-versa, with optional calling at Puerto
Escoces.
"II. From the Panama-Colombia
frontier
near Ardita Point, following
Panama's
Pacific coast line, by way of Carachine and
Chinan to the Canal Zone boundaries and
vice-versa, with optional calling at La Palma.
"III. In case the route described in this
article under paragraph
I, should offer
meterological conditions considered dangerous to the safety of aereal traffic, the Scadta
may follow the emergency route described as
follows:
"From Cape Tiburon
in the PanamaColombia frontier, along Panama's Atlantic
coast to Puerto Escoces and from there,
across crossing the Isthmus in the direction
of La Palme and along Panama's Pacific
coast to the Canal Zone boundary and viceversa, with optional calling at Puerto Escoces
and La Palma.
"Article 3. For its aerial traffic, such as it
remains described in Article I of the present
contract, the Scadta may use the ports of
Panama,
Colon, Puerto Escoces and La
Palma. situated on the routes described in
Article 2 of this contract, whenever possible
as regards the two first ones,
"Article 4. The Government grants per-
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mlsslOn to the Scadta to establish and use
principal stations at Puerto Escoces and La
Palma, where, with the government's special
approval, the Scadta may constitute such
installations
as are indispensable
for the
proper maintenance of the aerial service.
"Besides.
the Scadta may, in case of
emergency,
maintain
and use gasoline
storage stations at Mandinga; Isla Crande.
near Manzanillo Cape. and Garachine, limiting the quantity thereof to a maximum of one
hundred gallons at each one of the ports
mentioned.
"Article 5. The Scadta agrees not to unload
or take on either passengers or cargo on
board her craft at Puerto Escoces as long as
the Government has not qualified the said
port for engaging in the foreign trade.
"Article 6. The Scadta agrees to establish
the aerial service between the Republic of
Panama and Colombia in permanent manner,
within the six months following the date of
this contract.
Once the aerial service is
permanently established, such service must
consist of at least two trips in each direction
monthly, and said trips must be increased if
the traffic so requires it, at the option of the
Scadta.
"Article 7. The establishment
of aerial
postal service of the Scadta between Panama
and Colombia, Ecuador and other countries,
shall be regulated by special contracts.
"Article 8. The Scadta shall enjoy complete
freedom in selecting its aviation material to
be used in the aerial lines referred to by this
contract. However, she shall remain subject
to the requirements-contained-in
articles 10
and 13 of Decree 89 of 1929 and to any others
which may be established in the future.
(Continued on page .'11)

Canal Zone
Picture Post Cards
by manufacturers'
numbers & description
for sale.
Send for our list of
pee's, mint & used
stationery, FD's,
flight covers,
obliterators on cover,
also stamps,
mint & used in
singles & multiples.
We also fill want lists.

Give us a try.
Conroy Philatelic Company
P.o. Box 81
West Redding, CT 06896-0081

Winners
At the Garfield-Perry Stamp Club's March
Party, the club's 98 show, March 25-27,1988,
William Gerlach won a Vermeil for his
exhibit "Official Seals of the United States
and Possessions".
At ORAPEX, April 30 - May 1, 1988, at
Ottawa, Canada, RW. Ireson won a Vermeil
for his exhibit "The Panama Canal Story".
A t the Cardinal
Spellman
Philatelic
Museum's 12th Literature
Fair, in April
1988, held in Weston, Massachusetts,
the
Canal Zone Study Group was awarded a Gold
for the book Canal Zone Stamps by Plass,
Brewster,
and Salz. The CZSG was also
awarded a Silver Bronze for the Catalogue of
Cristobal Precancels, including SRC dated,
by Lawson P. Entwistle.
At TOPEX '88, the 39th American Topical
Association
convention held in Toronto,
Canada, June 17-19, 1988, Raymond W.
Ireson received a Gold for his exhibit "The
Panama Canal Story".
At FINLANDIA
'88, the international
show held in Helsinki, Finland, June 1-12,
1988, Raymond W. Ireson's "The Panama
Canal Story" won a Large Silver. If you
haven't seen this exhibit, do try and catch it
as it is a wonderful topical presentation of
Panama Canal history as attested by the
innumerable awards it has won.
Congratulations to the winners.
RH. Salz

a

CATALOG
offering United
Westpex '88 Meeting
The 19th consecutive meeting of the CZSG
held at WESTPEX '88 lasted an enjoyable
one and a half hours. A total of 15 CZSG
members and guests was in attendance most knew one another and were pleased to
see fellow collectors they had last seen at the
1987 gathering.
A short summary of CZSG projects in
progress was presented and the balance of
the program
was a group effort of the
members, particularly
five who gave ten
minute presentations
including the passing
around of interesting
"acquisitions"
purchased at the show's 63 dealer bourse. Of
course, "pickings" were slim which attests to
the scarcity of Canal Zone material. I often
wonder what would happen to the market if
our CZSG membership
was to suddenly
double?
N ext year will be the 20th CZSG meeting
at WESTPEX and maybe something special
will present itself. Here's hoping.
- RH. Salz
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States and
Possessions,
and British
Empire sent
upon request.

W.W. DUNCANSON
P.O. Box 100
Brandon, Vermont 05733

Split Overprint on the
2¢ Hamilton
The 2lJ: Hamilton Issue, Scott No. 23, has
been found with the CANAL ZONE overprint split. The stamp is on a blue cover with
corner card of the Panama Express Company
and was cancelled at Ancon, June 14, 1909,
with type H-ll duplex.
Unfortunately,
the CANAL portion falls
on the red frame part of the stamp so does not
show clearly in black and white.
Part of the upright and all of the leg of the
"L" of CANAL can be seen in the white
margin in the upper right corner. In the
lower left corner is the barely visible left part
of the upper serif of the "L".
As the overprint is shifted downwards,
presumably there must have been 10 copies
without the "L" at the top, so that the overprint would have read "CAN A"; however, the
likelihood of survival is very small.
L.P. Entwistle

SCADTA "Article 9. The Government grants permission to the Scadta to equip her aircraft
with radio telegraph installations for radio
messages, in accordance
with the International radio-telegraph
traffic convention
covering communications
between aircraft
and land stations.
"Article 10. The Scadta shall have complete
freedom for selecting her employees and
pilots, who shall observe all the obligations
imposed by the laws upon all the inhabitants
of the Republic, but who in all cases shall be
subject to the regulations that may be established by the laws in this respect."
The remainder of the contract deals with
very technical legal points including how the
contract can be renewed after five years, how
the contract can be terminated
for noncompliance,
and how disputes are to be
settled. These are omitted here as they seem
of little interest to the philatelist.
The next item in the files is a letter from
C.H. Calhoun, Director of Posts, Balboa
Heights, C.Z., dated June 2, 1930. It is to the
Hamburg-American
Line, Cristobal.
It
reads:
"This is to acknowledge the receipt. of a
copy of your letter addressed to the Postmaster, Cristobal, dated the 27th-instant
concerning the dispatch of air mail by planes
of the SCADTA Line.
"In reply you are informed that no agreement has been made with the SCADTA Line
for the dispatch of Canal Zone mail. Mail can
be dispatched through the Colon post office
with Panama postage."
(Continued in ne:ct issue)

Fig. 1. Scott No. 23 with split overprint.
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Second Time Around

(Continued from page 29)

Elliot W. Coleman reports a new earliest
date for Scott No. UC3 (UPSS No. A9). The
cancel is August 15, 1951. The cover has
additional franking with a copy of Scott
No. 146 and the Cristobal cancel notes that it
is a first day (for 146). The cover also bears
the boxed cachet, "FIRST DAY OF ISSUE".
This is several months earlier than the
previously reported October 4, 1951 as noted
in the Philatelist 1986; 22(1):8. That reporter
was also Elliot W. Coleman.
Similarly, lot 352 in Elliot W. Coleman's
Mail Bid Sale #4 was Scott U9 (UPSS 10)
used November 18, 1924. This beats the
previously reported date of December 31,
1924 discovered by Coleman and report.ed in
the same issue of the Pnilateli8t.
Finally, an example of Scott U9 (UPSS 11)
used January 2, 1926 appeared in Elliot W.
Coleman's Summer 1988 Canal Zone price
list. This is a small improvement
on the
previously reported earliest date of January
7 as listed in the postal stationm'Y "atalog.
G.B. Weiss
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From Scott's Monthly Journal,
November 1927, pg 253.

Of Topical Interest
By Kent B. Styles

In the Canal Zone
The Canal Zone is doing a considerable
business in the sale of Canal Zone stamps to
philatelists, realizing $3,258.26 on 530 stamp
orders from January 1 to August 31 of this
year, according to a statement
issued on
October 17 by the Washington office of the
Panama Canal. The statement reads:
"The sales of Canal Zone stamps for collection purposes reached such proportions in
1924 that, in order to facilitate the handling
of such sales, it was deemed advisable to
concentrate all philatelic orders at one office,
Balboa Heights, and designate
it as the
official Canal Zone philatelic agency.
"Due to the complete change of Canal
stamps in 1924, at which time the use of
Republic of Panama
stamps surcharged
Canal Zone was discontinued and the use of
United States stamps surcharged Canal Zone
established.
the sales for the first three
months amounted to $1,924.57, the greatest
volume of business by the agency for any like
period during its establishment.
"Excluding this three-month period, the
records show a continued increase in the
amount of yearly business. Orders and their
values have been as follows:
Numh"r(lf
orders filled

Period

Amount

Sept. 1 to Dec. 31, 1924 t
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1925
.J an. 1 to Dec. 31. 1926
Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, 1927t

204 $2,125.43
. 717 3,120.94
. 970 4,074.08
. 530 3,258.26

Totals
Average per year

2.421 12,578.71
807 4,144.67

t Four

months only

t Eight

months only

"The present issue of Canal Zone stamps
consists of 15 denominations ranging from
lI,-cent to $1, three types of stamp books, one
type of postal card, and six types of stamped
envelopes. The approximate
percentage of
value in sales by classes of denominations
has been:
"From lI,-cent to 5 cents, inclusive, 8 per
cent; from 10 to 17 cents, inclusive, 33 per
cent; 20 and 30 cents, 19 per cent; 50 cents and
$1.00, 40 per cent."

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive

List Free

#10 SASE (25¢) Appreciated
BRUCE L. HECHT
P.O. BOX 132A
ALBERTSON,
ASDA -

APS -

NY 11507
CZSG -

BIA

President's

Two Double Transfers on
the 2¢ Hamilton Issue

Report -

(Continued from page 25)
good examples. And there are some Canal
Zone items that are more common than their
current Scott price might imply. Running
the Canal Zone Study Group annual mail sale
certainly points out some such items. Two or
perhaps three of an item can be sold effectively in the sale; multiple copies of any item
are generally avoided. Yet I received from
prospective can signers five, seven, or even
ten of some items. Prominent
examples
include Scott Nos. 46, 53, 80, and C2, and even
some errors like No. 3ge. These are probably
more common than the Scott price suggests,
even though No. 80 does have two printings
that are not listed separately
(the first
printing
with 9.2 mm spacing
is much
scarcer), and No. 46 has two printings listed
as different colors with a price differential,
but that differential
barely reflects the
difference in difficulty in finding a nicely
centered
unused copy from the second
printing. Likewise, there are stamps where
the Scott price underestimates
the availability of the item. Among better items,
Nos. 57 and 58 and even No.1 come immediately to mind.
My point here is not that there are discrepancies between Scott's prices and the
availability of certain items. It is that one
needs to know more than just the catalogue
price to determine the value of Canal Zone
material. It is astarter, but knowledge gained
through reading and through talking to other
collectors and dealers is an ~:>ctremely val uable component. It is to that end that we try to
provide good, timely, and well-researched
information through The Canal Zone Philatelist and the handbooks published by the
Study Group. I hope that those of you with
material to contribute will do so, either
through me or through your Editor.

The Hamilton Bank Note Company made
the plates and printed the stamps for the first
permanent issue of Panama in 1906. The lc,
2c, 5c, 8c, and lOc denominations were overprinted for use in the Canal Zone, Scott
No. 21 to 26.
The plate for the 2c was rather poorly
entered as over one-half of the stamps either
had to be recut or show minor shifted
transfers. A few notable double transfers also
occur. Practically all of the poor entries are of
the red frame.
The transfer roll appears to have been
made so that the stamps were rocked in from
side to side, that is, along horizontal rows.
This is suggested by the fact that the shifted
and double transfers usually show doubling
of the sides of the ornamentation
or the
lettering. Furthermore, most of the recutting
was done along the right-hand frame line.
Two nice double transfers can be acquired
without examining hundreds of stamps with
a magnifying
glass. These are found at
positions 82 and 92, therefore, a lower left
corner block of four with the selvage will
have these two stamps. The only proviso is
that only one plate was used to produce all of
the 2c stamps, and this point has not been
proven yet.
On both stamps faint, separate lines can be
seen along the left side of the letters of
CENTESIMOS, as shown in the illustrations.

Fig. 2. Position 92.

Postal Stationery

By Gary B. Weiss

t.hQ variQty

QxistQd

ERRORS

#U2b* (FRAME MISSING) has only Black
Head and overprint, Extremely Fine
Entire, only about 10 known.

A spacing variety is known on some of the
"flat A" Canal Zone overprinted issue of 1924.
On some lower left sheets at position 34, the
spacing between Canal and Zone is 8% mm
rather than the normal spacing of 9X mm.
This variety has been recorded on the 1<1,2lf,
5lf and 10lf values (Scott Nos, 71,73-75). As
far as the postage due values, according to
"Canal Zone Stamps" by Plass et aI., "Presumably all three denominations
(JI2-14)
exist with an 8% mm spacing variety on Pos.
34LL ... However, this spacing variety has
not been reported on the postage dues." The
recent sale of a large multiple of J14 from a
lower left pane with plate number 5532
that

82.

L.P. Entwistle

J14 Spacing Variety

dQmonstratQd

Fig. 1. Position

and

was at the expected position in the sheet. The
pair of stamps from positions 33 and 34
shown in Figure 1 has received certificate
number 64397 from the American Philatelic
Expertizing Service; the stamp at right has
the 8% mm spacing variety. The variety is
subtle and almost impossible to spot without
measuring. Check your flat A's and report
other examples.

CAT. $1,400 + NET $1,250

Fig. 1. Scott No. J14.
#U2c* (VIGNETTE MISSING) has Red

Frame only, Extremely Fine Unused
Entire, Only 8 known P.F. Cert.
CAT. $1,400 + NET $1,400
What Else Do You Need In Canal Zone
or Other U.S. Possessions?

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive
Stock Including
singles, plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's,
B.O.B., stationery,
covers and col-

lateral material.

Satisfaction

Or Immediate

Refund

Gladly Sent On Approval With References
Inatallmont
Paymont Torma if Dooirod

Send for Free Detailed List

(No Interest

or Carrying

Charges)

Want Lists Service

C & H STAMPS
P.O. Box 324
Syracuse, NY 13209
Phone (315) 488-0136
CZSG

APS
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